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Looking to strengthen cooperation between Dubai Police 

and Zulekha Hospital

Management of leading hospital in UAE and Dubai Police discuss co-operation to maintain a 

sustainable future for society

Dubai - H.E Major General Khamis Mattar Al Mazeina, Commander-in-chief of Dubai Police received 

a delegation from Zulekha hospital headed by Dr. Zulekha Daud, founder and CEO of Zulekha 

Hospitals.

In the meeting, which was attended by Brigadier Dr. Ali Singel, MD, Director of the Dubai Police Health 

Center, H.E discussed strengthen cooperation between Dubai Police and Zulekha Hospital and exchange 

views, experience & consulting, and how to take advantage from facilities and medical and therapeutic 

services beside building cooperation's with medical institutions within the country.

H.E also listened to a brief about the hospital, healthcare, medical crew, specialties, rehab services and medical services the hospital provides. 

At the end of the meeting, H.E Major General Khamis Mattar Al Mazeina and Dr. Zulekha Daud exchanged commemorative shields.

Taher Shams, President of Zulekha Healthcare Group, said: "As a responsible healthcare service provider in the UAE, we have always taken utmost care and 

attention to implement sustainability and help our society prosper through a series of initiatives.

"We have set our standards very high by being a leading sustainable hospital, a member of the Sharjah Electricity & Water Authority energy team, and also by 

publishing the first GRI report by a healthcare group in UAE.

"We are honoured to be working closely with Dubai Police and hope our input can help the growth of our fast growing community effectively."

-Ends- 

About Zulekha Hospital

The Zulekha Hospital brand is part of the Zulekha Healthcare Group, and is among the forerunners in UAE healthcare. 

Today the Zulekha Healthcare group includes two multidisciplinary hospitals in Dubai and Sharjah, as well as four UAE medical centres and three 

pharmacies providing specialised treatments in over 25 disciplines. The Group is also opening a multidisciplinary Hospital in India.

ZulekhaHospital has received extensive recognition for its commitment towards quality care and sustainable business practises, and recently 

received the prestigious Dubai Quality Award for the second time in four years, underling a commitment to providing high quality healthcare to 

patients and society at large.
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